Appendix A: Data Base in Accession Number Sequence
A001 RAJSKEVITCH, O.P., KARNET, N.S.
PREPARATION OF PIUSKIN WITH DRY SALT IN DRUMS.
MYASANAYA INDUSTRIYA.
21,982113-15.
RUSSIAN

A002 KATRICH, V.N., KEDRUN, E.A., SURJAN, K.P.
INFLUENCE OF TANNING METHODS ON THE PHYSICO-MECHANICAL AN
D TANNING PROPERTIES OF SOLE LEATHER.
LEDER.
20,51979, MAY 168-72.
GERMAN

A003 WAKHRAJEJWA, V.N., SURJAN, K.P.
THE INFLUENCE OF ORGAN AND SILICON COMPOUNDS ON HIDE AND LEATHER AS A BASIS FOR THE HYDROPHOBICITY OF LEATHER.
LEDER.
30,51979, MAY 175-6.
GERMAN

A004 ZUBIN, A.N., KOROBENIKOV, I.N., STEPANOVA, E.I.
EFFECT OF THE METHOD OF PRESERVATION ON THE SKIN.
KOZHEN OBUV PROMYSHL.
21,91979, OCT 162-31.
RUSSIAN

A005 STRAKHOV, I.P., BULGAKOVA, V.I., KOLARKOV, A.S.
DETERMINATION OF PROTEINS IN THE SOAP LIQUOR USING SPECTROMETRY.
KOZHEN OBUV PROMYSHL.
21,81979, MAY 153-4.
RUSSIAN

A007 BLODZE, M. G., NADIRASAVILLI, G. S. RESISTANCE TO OZONE OF LEATHERS TANNED ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT METHODS OF TANNING. KOZHEV OBUV PROMYSML. 21, 8/1979: 35-6. RUSSIAN

A008 KHANNA, J. K., HEIDEMANN, E. INFLUENCE OF AIR OXIDATION IN A CURRENT OF METAL IONS ON THE SUBSTANCE. LEBER. 30, 5/1979: MAY172-4. GERMAN

A009 HEYER, J. E. INFLUENCE OF RESINS ON RETANNING. TECHNICUIR. 17, 2/1985: 61-63. FRENCH

A010 CARPENTER, R. LEATHER DECORATION BY SCREEN PRINTING. TECHNICUIR. 13, 9/1979: NOV 1124-7. FRENCH
A011  LASSEN, K.
METHOD FOR LEATHER MANUFACTURING.
INFORMATION LEDER INDUST.
19791119.
GERMAN PATENT
FILED ON 1977-05-12.

A012  SIMONCHINI, I.D., GRASS{, G., FUMARINO, G.
RAPID DETERMINATION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF CHROMIUM IN LEATHER BY ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMETRY AND IN THE VISIB.
LE RANGE.
CUOIO PELLE PATRIE CENCIAI.
197911191-197.
ITALIAN

A013  VEITITSKAYA, I.D., FELDMAN, M.S.
TITANIUM-SYNTHETIC TANNING OF SOLE LEATHER.
KOZHEV OBUV PROMYSNL.
1979111945-46.
RUSSIAN

A014  IVANSKAYA, N.S., VEDREVICH, L., IVANOVA, Y.A.
OPTIMISATION OF THE PROCESS OF DYEING AND FATliquIDING OF LEATHERS FROM PIOSKIN.
KOZHEV OBUV PROMYSNL.
1979111946-48.
RUSSIAN

A015  WHITE, R.
ACRYLIC SURFACE TREATMENT FOR FULL GRAIN LEATHERS.
LEATHER MANUF.
197910120-31.
A016 ANDERS, F., WERNER, W.
UTILISATION OF LEATHER SPLITS.
LEDER SCHUH LEDER WAREN
J, 61, 1979, 268-72
GERMAN

A017 WHIT, R.
PRODUCING COLD RESISTANT FINISHES ON WHITE LEATHERS.
SANOFF COLOUR CHRON.
1980, MARCH 20-21

A018 ROGGE, K.H.
PRODUCTION OF SUPPLE AND FULL LEATHERS USING COMPACTION.
BOL TEC ASSO QUIM ESP.
31, 1979, 1231-42
SPANISH

A019 FORREST, N.
PROCESS OF MAKING SYNTHETIC SUDE.
JL AMER LEATHER CHEM ASSOC
4, 1979, JUNE 20

A020 TEREAUT, H.A.
LEATHER PROPERTIES AS A RESULT OF THE APPLIED SYNTHAN.
LEATHER MANUF.
95, 1979, 12-24

A021 CHIRITA, G., POPA, C., LASCARDOV, V., COMANITA, V., BADEA, C.
STUDY OF THE FACTORS INFLUENCING THE APPEARANCE OF FATTY SPINES ON THE LEATHER SURFACE.
INDUSTRIA DE LA PIELE.
KALLENBERGER, W. C.,
RAPID MOISTURE DETERMINATION ON CURED HIDES BY MICROWAVE
OVEN.
PROC. ANNU. MEET. AMER. LEATHER CHEM. ASSOC., OCONOMOWOC.
1979.

MOBERG, G.,
HIDE BLUING NEAR THE SOURCE.
LEATHER MANUF.
95, 12 (1978), DEC. 20-22.